
Abstract: 

The house of canons regular in Roudnice nad Labem was founded 1333 by John IV of Dražice 

after his return from Avignon. It was a very important and richly supported monastery, which 

is demonstrated besides other things by the younger fragment of necrologium, dated 1458-1464 

(State Regional Archive in Třeboň, fond Velkostatek Třeboň, registratura IA 3K β 28e). The 

thesis deals with the Bohemian illuminated manuscripts from the 2nd third of the 14th century 

from the library from Roudnice, which is quite unique between all the Bohemian houses of 

regular canons for the high percentage of illuminated manuscripts. The  Missale of John of 

Dražice ( KNM XIII B 9)  is an excellent example of some high quality manuscript in the time 

around 1340 in Bohemia. The ornamental initials show parallels to the recent Western European 

style. One of them, VD initial on the folio 57r, is filled by the coat-of-arms of the Dražice 

family, gold wine sprig with three leafs in the red field. But the most interesting is the canon 

leaf (65r), a classical representative of Central European linear style. The leaf was glued to its 

place. The same praxis we see in the slightly younger Missale of Chotěšov Monastery (NK XIV 

C 3). The canon leaf from Chotěšov (185v) is more delicate in its colors and forms, distinctly 

knowledgeable of Italian art too. The other parts of the codex are on the contrary raw in its 

decoration. Much closer to KNM XIII B 9 is Missale KNM XIII B 14, which has even the same 

iconographic details in its canon leaf, but the quality is lower.   

There is a group of manuscripts around the Missale XIII B 14, which bulit a group (KNM XII 

A 5, XIII A 7, XVI A 3, opening initial of XVII A 1 and maybe the initials in codex XVI B 7, 

which has a French opening letter). From the second quarter of the 14th century comes Bernardi 

Clarevallensis Opera (KNM XII A 15) too. Its decoration consists only of fleuronné and 

ornamental initials, but they are so unique, that it is hard to find any parallel to it.  

Another book, KNM XII A 13, seems to origin from the same workshop as KK G 5. 

The most famous group from Roudnice is aroud the codex Augustinus super Iohannem, KNM 

XIII A 13 – atelier of Nicolaus de Praga, whom most important work is in Nysa (Bible from 

Nysa, dated 1354).  

Another group is around  KNM XVI A 15 (together with lesser parts in XVII A 15 and XV C 

2). XVI A 15 is dated 1354 as well and I call the main painter, unknown from other 

collection, Master of Job’s Mocking. 


